
PRODUCT BRIEF

GPS LOCATION-BASED SERVICE

ANGEL GPS LOCATION SERVICE OVERVIEW

Angel GPS Location Service provides permission-based geographic location for most cell phones and landlines 
when accessed via the Angel IVR. The service retrieves cell and landline handset locations in real-time from 
wireless networks, and rapidly conveys that data to the IVR application.

Angel has partnered with LocationSmart®, a leading provider of products and services that enables wireless 
location solutions for enterprises, wireless carriers, and service providers. With Angel GPS Location Service, 
businesses across many enterprises are identifying an array of opportunities for GPS Location Service to 

enhance missioncritical applications with actionable location intelligence.

ANGEL GPS LOCATION SERVICE BENEFITS

UNCOVER OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES AND COST SAVINGS
This turnkey, enterprise location-based service delivers operational efficiencies, cost savings and ubiquitous 
device access to location and messaging. Angel GPS Location Service solves complex technical, business, and 
operational challenges by streamlining the delivery of location intelligence to enterprises. Deployment with new 
or existing applications is easy, with minimal voice site redesign. Angel’s Transaction Page is used to deploy the 
service, keeping it simple. This solution is fully packaged and easily integrated with Angel.

IMPROVE CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION, SERVICE, AND SATISFACTION
With Angel GPS Location Service, you can streamline CRM operations, improve customer service and reduce 
call times through automated caller location. A customer’s precisely pinpointed location can be used to provide 
valuable insight for geo-targeted services. For example, context-specific business listings let you improve 
customer service and brand loyalty, reaching out to existing and potential customers with real-time relevant 
communications and information. 

KEY FEATURES

Caller Location Awareness

• Automated address capture

• Cross carrier wireless and 
landline location

• Support for on-demand, 
subscription and   
implicit usage

Integration 

• Unified platform for location 
and messaging services

• Customer-specific 
configuration of location 

• Conforms to enterprise 
-specific business rules 

• Optimized and integrated into 
business applications and 
workflows 

Reporting 

• Tabular and visual reports that 
span application usage

• Service level agreement and 
revenue assurance metrics

• Location performance 
analytics

 GPS LOCATION SERVICE
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Location Platform Services

ENHANCE COMMUNICATIONS WITH YOUR WORKFORCE, AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY
Use on-demand or scheduled location of employees for automated job status, job dispatching and compliance of worker activities, and discover a host of 
operational efficiencies for all parties.

Angel is a leading provider of cloud-based Customer Experience Management (CEM) solutions for Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and 

Contact Centers. These solutions enable mid-market and enterprise organizations to quickly deploy voice, SMS, chat, mobile, and Business 

Intelligence (BI) applications that all put the Customer Experience (CX) First. Angel’s solutions are built on an on-demand, software-as-a-

service (SaaS) platform and require no investment in hardware, software, or human resources. More than 1,000 customers worldwide turn to 

Angel’s CEM solutions to delight their customers and their bottom line. For more information, visit us at www.Angel.com.
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